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What happens when a few of Canada’s most in-demand session musicians decide to create something new?
You get ‘THE HELLO DARLINS’.
The Hello Darlins is an award winning collective of artists and special guests. Led by Mike Little, Murray Pulver,
Candace Lacina and a powerhouse cast, the band combines all of their skills and influences to forge a distinct
hybrid of country, gospel and blues like no other. Their work with artists includes a list that ranges from Shania
Twain, The Crashtest Dummies, as well as the late B.B. King and more.
The buzz began building almost immediately after the Calgary, Alberta-based Americana collective debuted on
the scene in early 2020, with American Songwriter calling the group “the product of a talented pool of session
musicians craving more,” while Americana UK stated, “It’s great to see a band put together by the talented folks
who would usually be ‘behind the scenes.’” With their debut Album “Go By Feel” released June 2021, The Darlins
have quickly risen to international acclaim.
The album debuted at Number 4 on The Euro Americana Charts and was selected as the ABC Country Music
Australia’s - Album of Choice. It has also been nominated for three Canadian Folk Music Awards for Emerging
Artist of the Year, Ensemble of the Year and Single of the Year, as well as Awarded Songwriter of the Year at YYC
Music awards.
The Hello Darlins began in 2016 when Lacina and Little worked together on a studio session for George Canyon
and began collaborating as songwriters and producers. They duo wanted to write an Americana/Folk-roots
project for fun, that was dedicated to creating classic sounding music using real instrumentation, classic
instruments and no vocal tuning.
The band officially began to take shape when producer and friend, Murray Pulver suggested making a record.
The goals were to keep it real, (go by feel) and create a sound that would translate live with no tracks or studio
tricks. Bed tracks were recorded in Winnipeg and Calgary, and the 3 recorded the rest in a small basement
studio. It was Mixed by Grammy Award Winning Engineer (Patti Griffin) Mike Poole.
The project is often referred to as “The Broken Social Scene of Americana” due to the number of professional
musicians and guests performed with. Some of the artists and friends they have collaborated with so far include:
Clayton Bellamy (Roadhammers), Murray Pulver, (Crashtest Dummies), Joey Landreth (Bros Landreth), Matt Kelly
(City & Colour), Tammy Rogers (Grammy Award winning SteelDrivers) and Matt Andersen. The future
possibilities for collaborations and partnerships are endless...and will hold many surprises!
The Hello Darlins hosted North Americana Night for the Canadian Country Music Awards and performed their
first round of sold out shows in fall of 2019. The live show is energetic, engaging and everything you would
expect from a stage of seasoned professionals.
The debut album has gained over half a million streams on Spotify and Apple Music, 12,000 monthly listeners,
3000+ radio and satellite stations nationally and internationally (primarily in Canada, United Kingdom, Australia,
and the Netherlands) and over 300 press reviews and interviews worldwide so far. They were signed to a
European tour for 2022 within the first week of their release and have a lineup of shows and tours planned in
when restrictions allow. A second album is also already in the works. Until then, audiences will now be able to
fully savour the tunes, musicianship and production of Go By Feel, proof positive that teamwork ultimately leads
to exceptional results.
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“ ‘Go By Feel’ is one of the strongest albums
I’ve heard in 2021.”
- ENTERTAINMENT FOCUS, UK
“…their potential is enormous.”
- 5 STARS, COUNTRY MUSIC PEOPLE, UK
“Go By Feel is a reflective, country
rumination on the emotional reality of
modern life.”
- 4 STARS, RNR MAGAZINE, UK
“one of the strongest debut releases in
contemporary Americana”
- FOLK AND TUMBLE, IRELAND
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“this seamless project that showcases the
best of the Canadian musical tradition,
setting out a new musical vision for the
Canadian scene – in this timeless and
respectful tribute to the weight of the
musical genres that have shaped them.”
- OFF THE RECORD, UK/ NASHVILLE

“The instrumentation and vocals are of
the highest standard throughout, not
surprising given the pedigree of the
players....production that ticks all the
boxes for a commercial breakthrough.
Watch this space.”
- LONESOME HIGHWAY, UK

“The songs seek the middle ground
between folk, country, soul and blues. The
Hello Darlins know how to hit the right
note and create their own genre. A band
with rightly high expectations.”
- FESTIVAL INFO, NETHERLANDS
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[CLICK TO LISTEN]

CATCH THAT TRAIN 			
[4:01]
LONELY IN LAS VEGAS 			
[3:35]
GO BY FEEL 					[3:57]
ABERDEEN FT. JOEY LANDRETH
[3:49]
STILL WATERS FT MATT ANDERSEN [4:02]
MOUNTAIN TIME				[3:13]
SMOKIN GUN				[3:44]
NEVER GET OVER YOU 			
[5:22]
PRAYER FOR A SPARROW 		
[3:43]
WHERE YOU ARE				[3:38]
FAREWELL RIVER ROUGE			
[1:08]

